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Abstract

While men have always received more education than women in the past, this gender imbalance in education has recently turned around. For the first time in European history, there are now more highly educated women than men reaching the reproductive ages and looking for a partner. I expect that this will have profound consequences for the demography of reproduction because mating patterns have always implied that men are the majority in higher education. These traditional practices are no longer compatible with the new gender distribution in education. The objective of this paper is to formulate hypotheses about the consequences for reproductive behaviour in Europe. I expect the following causal chain between the reversal of the gender imbalance in education (RGIE) and fertility: RGIE creates a new, education-specific mating squeeze that affects the process and expected pattern of assortative mating, which in turns affects the timing, probability and stability of union formation, which eventually is expected to have implications for fertility. Each of the links in this chain are discussed in detail.

1 Introduction

In many poor countries, women are educationally strongly disadvantaged, and this is clearly connected with sustained high fertility in many of these countries. Demographers therefore argue that expanding female participation in education would greatly contribute to fertility decline and, hence, to a slowdown of population growth (Cohen 2008). In the rich countries of the West, the situation is very different. There, a major social development of the second half of the 20th century has been the spectacular increase of participation in higher education in general, and participation by women in particular. In North America and Europe
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today, women excel men in terms of participation and success in higher education. However, research on the demographic consequences of the reversal of gender inequality in higher education is rare, even if education, and especially women’s level of education, has proven to be relevant for all kinds of demographic behaviour (Lutz et al. 1998, 2008; Vincent-Lancrin 2008).

The aim of this paper is to stimulate future empirical research about the issue in European countries. To this end, it reviews the literature to derive specific hypotheses about the potential implications of the reversal of gender inequality in higher education (abbreviated as RGIE from now on) for union formation and fertility in Europe. The underlying general hypothesis is that RGIE will have profound consequences for long-standing patterns of reproduction.

We already know that the expansion of higher education, especially among women, has led to a major postponement of the age at entry into parenthood. This effect is direct and approximately unidirectional, with few countervailing mechanisms. In contrast, I expect that RGIE will generate new indirect effects via its implications for partnership formation and dissolution. The potential indirect effects are not unidirectional. It is not just a further compositional shift towards even more highly educated women entering the dating and mating market. Rather, I argue that the turnaround of the gender imbalance from a male toward a female majority in higher education will have non-monotonic implications, with countervailing mechanisms and uncertain outcomes.

The next section briefly sketches the contours of RGIE in Europe. Then, I argue in Section 3 that we need to update the concept of the “marriage squeeze” in order to address the implications. Section 4 discusses the potential implications for the pattern of educational assortative mating. Following Oppenheimer (1988), I argue in Section 5 that the degree of difficulty that people encounter in assortative mating will have implications for the timing and probability of union formation, as well as for the stability of unions. Further down the road, the timing, probability and stability of unions will affect fertility. Section 6 speculates about these fertility implications. The conclusion gives an overview of all hypotheses formulated along the way.

2 The rise of female participation in higher education

In Europe, as elsewhere, university education remained an almost exclusive male privilege until deep into the 20th century (Howarth 1994; European Commission 2009). Around 1950, participation in higher education was still very low for both sexes but male enrolment ratios were more than twice as high for men as for women. From the 1960s onwards, participation in tertiary education rapidly expanded, from about 2 per cent of university-age people in 1960 to around 13 per cent in 1980 and over 25 per cent in 2000 worldwide. Initially, this rapid expansion disproportionately involved men, leading to an even widening gender
gap in higher education to the advantage of men. However, from the 1970s onwards, the gender gap began to shrink. Since the late 1990s, more women than men have been enrolled in tertiary education (Schofer and Meyer 2005).

Generally speaking, the proportions of women in higher education were already high before the fall of the iron curtain in the former communist countries. In the Nordic countries as well, gender parity has been reached relatively early. In the German-speaking countries as well as in the Netherlands, the proportions female are relatively low. Southern and western European countries are in between. For comparison: in the US, gender parity in higher education was already reached in 1980, at a time when only three communist countries had reached that level in Europe (Bulgaria, Poland and Hungary). Canada had crossed the 50% line by 1990 (Vincent-Lancrin 2008, 267). By 2009, all but one European country (Switzerland) had a female majority in higher education according to UNESCO statistics. Women have not only surpassed men in their participation in tertiary education, they have also surpassed them in terms of completion rates: women are more often successfully finishing their higher education and obtaining academic degrees than men. The trends in completion are even stronger than the trends for participation, implying an even wider gender gap in favour of women for completion than for participation (Buchmann and DiPrete 2006; DiPrete and Buchmann 2006; McDaniel 2010).

The fact that women more often obtain degrees in tertiary education than men does not imply that they are the majority in all fields of study. On the contrary, women and men tend to study quite different types of disciplines, leading to persistent gender segregation in some study fields. Female underrepresentation tends to be high in engineering, mathematics and computer science, and to a lesser degree in the natural sciences. In contrast, women tend to be overrepresented in education, humanities, social sciences, law and health fields (Vincent-Lancrin 2008). This pattern of choice of study discipline is consistent with what can be expected based on traditional gender roles (Bradley 2000; Charles and Bradley 2002) and has important implications for the earning potential in the paid labour market (Brown and Corcoran 1997; Jurajda 2003; Machin and Puhani 2003). Even if women generally outperform men in terms of participation and success in higher education, they continue to be underrepresented in the more lucrative and powerful positions in the labour market (Mandel and Semyonov 2006). This has implications for family formation which are in addition to the effect of the level of education (Van Bavel 2010).

3 The education-specific mating squeeze

In 20th-century Europe, the dominant pattern of assortative mating has been a combination of educational homogamy combined with female hypergamy and male hypogamy: women have tended to marry men who are at least as highly
educated as themselves; conversely, men have tended to marry women who are at most as highly educated as themselves (Kalmijn 1998; Schwartz and Mare 2005; Blossfeld 2009; Esteve et al. 2011). This traditionally observed pattern reflects a combination of male and female preferences on the one hand and what is possible—given the educational distribution—on the other. Until recently, the traditional pattern was compatible with the gender-specific distribution of education levels: more highly educated men than highly educated women were available in the population. But that has turned around now. I argue that this leads to a new kind of “mating squeeze”.

3.1 Updating the concept of the marriage squeeze

A long-standing theory in family demography holds that marriage rates for both men and women are affected by the number of suitable marriage partners available on the local marriage market. In its most basic form, the “marriage squeeze” hypothesis holds that marriage prospects are lower if the number of unmarried persons of the desired age is low. In the Western world, unmarried women are argued to suffer a marriage squeeze if the number of unmarried men who are around two years older is lower than their own number, because the age gap between husband and wife is usually around two years in the West (Schoen 1983; Crowder and Tolnay 2000).

A first useful step to investigate the implications of the reversed gender imbalance in higher education is to determine the dimensions of the marriage squeeze in ways that are relevant for partnership and family formation today. This entails at least two things. First, given the increasing importance of unmarried cohabitation and given the fact that a growing proportion of children are born outside marriage in Europe (Sobotka and Toulemon 2008), the concept and idea of the marriage squeeze should be broadened to include the effects of age-specific sex ratio imbalances on the mating market rather than on the marriage market only. For the same reason, when I use the concept of homogamy in this paper, it is meant to refer to the pattern of assortative mating in unmarried cohabitation as well as in marriage. Second, and crucial for this paper, education should be added to the dimensions of age and sex to quantify the mating squeeze in a more meaningful way (Lutz et al. 1998). The expansion of higher education among women implies that women who want to find a male partner with the same or a higher level of educational attainment would increasingly suffer an education-specific mating squeeze.

The concept of the marriage squeeze is particularly useful when seeking to explain changes that are opposite for men versus women (Oppenheimer 1988, 564). For example, when women suffer a marriage squeeze for a lack of suitable partners, the implication is that men would enjoy an abundant “supply” of potential partners. This may trigger potentially opposite changes for men and women. Or, from the perspective of couples rather than individual men and
women, since a heterosexual match involves both a man and a woman, a shifting mating squeeze may have non-monotonic effects, for example on the pattern of assortative mating, on family size or on the risk of union dissolution.

**Figure 1:**
Sex ratios (men/women) for people aged 25–29 years old with a degree in tertiary education, European countries plus the US and Canada, 1970–2010 (log-scale)

Ideally, measuring the extent of marriage squeeze entails reconstructing sex ratios by level of education at the reproductive ages for singles only. The required data to do this are not available right away for a large number of countries. However, as a first approximation, yearly sex ratios at the reproductive ages by level of education can be calculated based on the IIASA/VID education-specific population projections (Lutz et al. 2007; KC et al. 2010). Figure 1 plots yearly sex ratios at age 25 to 29 years for young adult men and women with a degree in tertiary education, covering the period 1970–2010 (figures beyond 2000 are based on the GET-scenario, see KC et al. 2010; yearly figures are linearly interpolated from five-yearly figures).

Countries that exhibited the most strongly skewed sex ratios for the highly educated back in the 1970s are in the top row of the figure. With sex ratios of 2.0 and higher in Belgium, Spain, Germany, Austria and Switzerland, highly
educated men very clearly outnumbered highly educated women on the mating market in 1970; in Switzerland, for instance, there were over 280 highly educated men for each 100 highly educated women of age 25 to 29 years. In most countries, the sex ratio was much lower. In Hungary as well as in the US, for example, there were “only” 140 highly educated men for each group of 100 highly educated women. In France and Denmark, this number stood at 120, in Italy at 133. According to these figures, there was already a female majority among 25-29 years old people with a tertiary degree in a surprisingly high number of countries. These countries tend to be situated in post-communist eastern Europe as well as in northern Europe.

The big general trend between 1970 and 2010 is one of declining sex ratios among the highly educated, such that by 2010, in all but one country (namely Switzerland), the sex ratio was below 1. In countries that already had a low sex ratio in 1970, the decline tends to be more limited or even absent (like in Sweden); in countries with a high sex ratio, the decline tends to be more dramatic. In most cases, the decline was more or less monotonic, but there are a conspicuously large number of cases where the sex ratio went up for a couple of years after a previously declining trend (see the US, Slovakia, the Netherlands, Latvia, Romania, Poland and Norway). In all cases, this happened when the sex ratio was already below the threshold of gender parity, i.e. when women were already in the majority among young adult graduates. And in all cases, the declining trends towards an even stronger majority of women continued afterwards.

3.2 Implications of an education-specific mating squeeze

It will be highly important to investigate the origins of these national variations in the general trend towards an ever stronger majority of women with a degree in tertiary education. To the extent that they represent twists and turns that are exogenous with respect to reproductive behaviour, these variations provide statistical leverage for investigating the causal effect of the education-specific mating squeeze on reproductive behaviour. In order to address this issue, it will also be important to reconstruct sex ratios for singles. Sex ratios for singles are expected to be even more skewed than the ones presented here (Guttentag and Second 1983, 16-19). Sex ratios for singles are directly affected by mating and schooling behaviour, and they are hypothesised to affect such behaviour in turn.

The following sections discuss potential implications of an education-specific mating squeeze for reproductive behaviour. Figure 2 depicts the causal pathway that is assumed to be relevant and that is used to organise the discussion. First, RGIE and the ensuing mating squeeze are expected to affect patterns of assortative mating. Next, the degree of difficulty that men and women encounter in mating assortatively, is hypothesised to affect the probability, timing and stability of union formation. These trends and differentials are in turn expected to affect fertility.
Figure 2: Hypothesised implications of the shifting gender imbalance in education for reproductive behaviour

4 Implications for assortative mating

Understanding educational assortative mating is essential to understand the reproduction of social inequality in modern societies. Educational assortative mating is particularly important because (a) education is an important determinant of occupational success in modern societies and (b) education reflects cultural resources that influence an individual’s preference for specific partner traits. “Educational homogamy implies that the degree of social inequality engendered in an individual’s life course is further enhanced through marriage because advantageous (and disadvantageous) economic and sociocultural resources of two individuals are then pooled and cumulated” (Blossfeld 2009, 515). It has been clearly demonstrated how marriage levels and patterns by education have implications for the welfare of adults as well as children (Goldstein and Kenney 2001; McLanahan 2004), including their health (Huijts et al. 2010). It may therefore be expected that patterns of assortative mating will have implications for fertility as well, although very little research has been published about this issue (Huber and Fieder 2011).

If there are more highly educated women than men entering the dating and mating market, the old pattern of female educational hypergamy and male hypogamy can clearly not persist. One may envisage at least five “escape routes”.

1. The pattern of educational homogamy may become stronger to the expense of female hypergamy. However, this will not suffice to absorb the growing number of female graduates in the marriageable ages.

2. A pattern of female educational hypogamy and male hypergamy may emerge, with men choosing a mate who is more highly educated and women mating men who received less education than themselves. In the popular media, this option has already been nicknamed “down-dating”.

3. Younger people may be more inclined to choose a partner from older generations: in older generations, young women may still find an excess stock of highly educated men, while young men, irrespective of their level of education, find more women with a lower level of education in older generations. In both cases, the implication is weakening age homogamy.

4. People who do not find a suitable partner in the local marriage market may start to explore more distant marriage markets—more “distant” may be
understood both in geographic terms and in ethnic terms. Strong geographic and ethnic endogamy having been the rule, RGIE may imply more exogamy in geographic and ethnic terms.

(5) A growing proportion of highly educated women may not be able to find a suitable partner and remain single. They may remain single for longer episodes or even throughout their whole adult lives.

Route (1) is perhaps the most obvious way to go. There are not only theoretical reasons to expect that educational homogamy should have increased during the past decades, but there is also empirical evidence supporting such a claim. The theoretical reasons have to do with structural opportunities to meet potential partners and with a shift of male mating preferences. First, the opportunities to meet a partner with the same qualifications are strongly dependent on the respective level of educational attainment. This follows from the fact that educational systems in the West involve a stepwise selection process: the intellectually less able and educationally disadvantaged are leaving the system at earlier ages, when the cohort is still heterogeneous in terms of the final level of educational attainment. The less educated enter the labour market as well as the marriage market at an earlier age. These earlier transitions are connected with more heterogeneous social networks and involve an increase in the frequency of contact with people with different social characteristics such as age, occupation or educational attainment. Therefore, for the less educated, the selection of a partner takes place in a more heterogeneous mating market. In contrast, for those who continue to go to school and university, the educational selection process generates increasingly homogeneous groups filtered in terms of educational qualification. The more highly educated continue to explore the mating market until a higher age while that market is increasingly filtered. The likelihood of educational homogamy therefore increases significantly with the level of educational attainment (Mare 1991). Empirical studies have indeed concluded that the degree of educational homogamy increases with the level of educational attainment (Blossfeld and Timm 2003). A logical implication of this mechanism is that the expansion of higher education produces higher levels of educational homogamy.

The second reason why educational homogamy is expected to increase relates to shifts in the mating preferences of men. It should be noted that not only women’s level of education has strongly increased, but also their participation in the paid labour market and their earning potential (although not to the same extent as their level of education). As a result, to varying degrees, many Western countries have evolved from a male-breadwinner model to a dual-earner model. Gainful employment of wives and mothers has become accepted and expected in the younger cohorts and contributes to the social status of families (Beller 2009). As the wife’s salary becomes an important determinant of the living standard and life style in dual-earner households, and as the level of education is a major determinant of a person’s salary, it may be expected that men will increasingly
prefer women with a degree in tertiary education. So, in more recent birth cohorts, men are expected to increasingly prefer a partner with higher qualifications (Mare 1991; Sweeney and Cancian 2004; Rose 2004; Dykstra and Poortman 2010). In sum: both the overall increase of female and male participation in higher education and the change in men’s preferences are forces that are expected to raise the level of educational homogamy and to reduce the level of hypogamy and hypergamy of men and women, respectively. So far, the empirical evidence indeed suggests that educational homogamy has been on the rise (Blossfeld and Timm 2003).

However, evidence also indicates that a number of traditional gender role expectations remain strong, even in dual-earner societies. Gender role shifts have been asymmetric, because it turns out that women have been catching up more in terms of education and labour market participation than men have been catching up in their involvement in housework and child care (Blossfeld and Drobnič 2001). From the perspective of “doing gender” (West and Zimmerman 1987), there continue to be a number of normative pressures for men to behave traditionally and stereotypically like “a real man” and for women “like a real woman”. The asymmetric and incomplete gender role change may help to explain the empirical finding that the proportion of women marrying men who are less qualified than themselves remains much lower than could be expected from an egalitarian point of view (Blossfeld and Timm 2003). Yet it is too early to draw any firm conclusions on this since we are dealing with quite recent changes, at least in some countries. It remains to be investigated whether the preference structure underlying female educational hypergamy is on its way to weaken or even dissolve. Recently, Esteve et al. (2011) explicitly showed that female hypergamy is lower in societies with a lower gender gap in education. Their analysis suggests that it is really the mating squeeze that is driving the shifts in behaviour (i.e. a shortage of highly educated men), rather than a shift in the preference structure. There is also evidence of a recent decline of female hypergamy in the US at the top of the social ladder, but at the same time, hypergamy seems to be becoming stronger at the bottom of the same ladder (Rose 2004). Recent exploratory work suggests that women even today are very reluctant to contact men with less educational qualifications than themselves, whereas men are still likely to contact women with lower educational degrees (Blossfeld 2009). This points to a persistence of traditional gender preferences.

Also indicative of such persistence is the fact that the choice of study subject remains strongly gender-based. For example, women are more likely to study subjects related to health, teaching and the social sector; men are more likely to choose sectors like engineering and business economics. Gender wage differences are partly attributable to the subjects that men versus women choose to study (Bradley 2000; Charles and Bradley 2002), and it has been shown that this kind of gender segregation also affects demographic behaviour (Van Bavel 2010). While educational gender segregation by subject has probably declined somewhat over
the past decades, it has remained quite stable in recent years, and the feminisation of higher education in general has exacerbated the gender segregation of already highly feminised disciplines like health, services and education (Vincent-Lancrin 2008).

The educational segregation by study subject is often portrayed as “horizontal”, in contrast to the “vertical” segregation by level of educational attainment. However, as different types of study subject lead to divergent levels of salaries, these may also correlate with divergent levels of prestige and social standing. It has been observed in the past that an increasing proportion of women entering a profession over time was related to a decreased rating of the social prestige of that profession (Wilson and Boldizar 1990). Thus, if female university graduates outnumber male graduates, it remains to be seen to what extent existing patterns of female hypergamy and male hypogamy persist through the gender-based choice of study subject. In other words, apparently increasing homogamy (Escape route (1) may hide persistent female hypergamy in terms of the implied economic status and social standing.

There is convincing evidence that Escape route (2) is becoming relevant when the gender balance in education reverses: Esteve et al. (2011) recently showed that in populations with a reversed gender gap in higher education, female educational hypogamy starts to exceed female hypergamy. In other words, in countries with more women than men completing a degree in tertiary education, there are more women marrying downwards in terms of level of educational attainment than there are women marrying upwards. This finding is based on large IPUMS (Integrated Public Use Microdata Series) samples and holds not just for European countries like France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia and Spain, but also for the US, Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela in the Americas, as well as for Israel and the Philippines in Asia.

In sum, the following hypothesis can be formulated based on the literature on educational assortative mating: RGIE will not only strengthen educational homogamy but will also imply that the traditional patterns of female educational hypergamy are increasingly replaced by female educational hypogamy, which creates an increasing proportion of couples where the wife is more highly educated than the husband (Hypothesis 1.1).

Next, referring to Route (3), an often neglected phenomenon, highly relevant for the pattern of educational assortative mating, is the issue of age homogamy. The rise of age homogamy, i.e. the situation where people choose a partner of about the same age, is considered a hallmark of the rise of a less instrumental and more egalitarian partner selection process. One factor that helped husbands maintain control over their wives in the past was the fact that they tended to be considerably older than their wives. A large age difference gave the husband a considerable advantage in status, experience and power. Over the course of the 19th and 20th century, the age difference declined towards about two years, on
average, reflecting a more egalitarian attitude towards mate selection (Van de Putte et al. 2009).

Age homogamy tends to be particularly strong among the highly educated (Blossfeld 2009). This is related to the fact that having finished education is, in most modern societies, an important precondition for family formation. More highly educated persons take longer to meet this precondition but after finishing education they tend to quickly catch up with their age cohort and soon marry or start cohabiting. In contrast, the less educated enter the labour and marriage market at an earlier age. These earlier transitions are connected, as has been mentioned, with more heterogeneous social networks and imply an increase in the frequency of contact with people with different social characteristics, including age. Therefore, for the less educated, marriage behaviour is less age-graded, and age heterogamy is more likely.

The question here is: given the current trend towards women being better educated than men, what will happen with age homogamy? The expectation is that RGIE will weaken the modern pattern of age homogamy: while the average age difference between heterosexual partners is now about two years, this age difference is expected to increase, with men typically being the older partner (Hypothesis 1.2). We will also have to see how this would interact with the pattern of female hypergamy and male hypogamy in the socio-economic dimension. If highly educated women do not find enough highly educated men of about the same age, they may turn towards older (possibly divorced) men: in older cohorts, highly educated men still outnumber highly educated women considerably (Vincent-Lancrin 2008). This process may undermine egalitarian power relationships within couples, as a mirror image of the past trend described by Van de Putte et al. (2009). If so, the fact that highly educated men are becoming relatively scarce will doubly undermine the equality of power between men and women: first, because of their mere scarcity, highly educated men can afford to be more picky than before; second, if highly educated women from younger generations are turning towards older cohorts of men to find a reservoir of suitably educated men, the age difference will rise, again potentially favouring male dominance.

Increasing geographic and ethnic exogamy represent Escape route (4): people who do not find a suitable partner in the local marriage market may start to explore more distant marriage markets. Much more than has been done in previous research about assortative mating, we will have to take migration into account. The literature about the marriage squeeze acknowledges that migration flows can be an important cause of imbalanced sex ratios (Guttentag and Secord 1983, 17; Angrist 2002). In the coming years, I expect that we will increasingly see a connection the other way around, with RGIE giving rise to migration flows that are at least partly motivated by mate searching.

In recent decades, many Western countries have seen an increase in the number of bi-national marriages and marriage-related migration (Kofman 2004;
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For Belgium in the late 20th century, it has been found that the correlation between education and the probability to marry an “imported” spouse differs by gender: highly educated men were less likely to marry immigrant women, while highly educated women more often married immigrant men (Lievens 1999). At the same time, studies have found that educational homogamy persists both in case of marriage migration as well as in the case of interethnic marriages (Kalmijn 1993; Lievens 1999; Çelikaksoy et al. 2006). This raises the following questions: to what extent can the recent rise in marriage migration be explained by a mismatch between the educational distributions of men and women among ethnic minorities? To what extent are education-specific marriage squeezes conducive to changing rates of intermarriage along ethnic dimensions? The educational gender gap in favour of women, as observed in recent years, tends to be even more pronounced among ethnic minorities (Vincent-Lancrin 2008; Buchmann et al. 2008). Given the fact that success in higher education among men in ethnic minorities is relatively low, mating and marriage prospects for these men may be particularly poor. This may further stimulate marriage migration. In sum, the hypothesis is that RGIE will stimulate geographic and ethnic exogamy: it will stimulate mating between partners from different ethnic groups in a given population and it will also stimulate marriage migration (Hypothesis 1.3).

5 Probability, timing and stability of union formation

In recent decades, the proportion of women who never marry has been on the rise in Europe. Marriages have been increasingly postponed and unmarried cohabitation has strongly gained ground (Sobotka and Toulemon 2008). To what extent are shifts in higher education driving these trends? From a macro perspective, there is a positive rather than a negative correlation between educational expansion and marriage in Europe: the higher the enrolment rate in tertiary education, the higher the marriage rate at the country level—and also the higher the rate of unmarried cohabitation and divorce (Kalmijn 2007). It is far from clear, however, what this implies for individual-level rates of union formation and dissolution.

5.1 Union formation

With respect to the likelihood of marriage, the most influential hypothesis holds that women with many socio-economic resources are less likely to marry than women with fewer resources. In contrast, men with more resources are expected to be more likely to marry than less well-off men (Dykstra and Poortman 2010; Jalovaara 2012). From the perspective of gender roles and division of labour in the male-breadwinner/female-homemaker family model, it has indeed been argued that highly educated women would be less prone to marry because their
education has given them the human capital resources to be independent. From the perspective of (some, high income) male breadwinners, highly educated women may be considered less attractive because they may be less inclined to abide by the role expectations for female homemakers. This has been the classic rationale for expecting lower marriage rates for highly educated women (Blossfeld 2009).

The implication of this view is that RGIE would lead to worsening marriage prospects for more educated women as well as for less educated men, notably when the traditional pattern of assortative mating persists. However, research in the US has found no decline of marriage probabilities among more highly educated women and indicates that unmarried cohabitation has not at all replaced marriage, especially not among the highly educated. In the US, it appears that a decline in hypergamy allowed the marriage market to absorb the increased number of educated women (Rose 2004). The increased earning potential of American women is associated with later ages at marriage, but not with lower marriage chances. In contrast to earlier time periods, marriage is now more likely among the college graduates than among the less educated (Goldstein and Kenney 2001; Isen and Stevenson 2010), hinting at the possibility that marriage may become “a province of the most educated”, which may contribute to further social inequality (Goldstein and Kenney 2001; Gibson-Davis 2009). Even in a highly developed welfare state like Norway, Kravdal (1999) has found that people who are economically better off are more likely to convert unmarried cohabitation into marriage. A recent study in Finland presents findings that are consistent with the conclusion for Norway (Jalovaara 2012).

Most research confirms that men with higher socio-economic status exhibit higher marriage rates than men with lower status, in line with theoretical expectations (Jalovaara 2012). Unexpected and remarkable, however, was the very recent finding that university-educated men in the Netherlands are more likely to remain single. Research results about the marriage prospects of recent cohorts of women, differentiated by level of education, are even more mixed. A number of studies do not find the expected negative effect of women’s socio-economic status on marriage rates (Dykstra and Poortman 2010; Jalovaara 2012).

Overall, the recent literature about the educational gradient in union formation has reported inconsistent and unexpected findings, particularly for women. This may have to do with the fact that the literature has insufficiently distinguished between two components underlying cohabitation as well as marriage rates: the probability of ever making the transition on the one hand and the timing of the transition on the other hand. Although the two components are clearly related, trends in both components need not necessarily go in the same direction. RGIE may have diverging effects on the likelihood and on the speed of union formation.

Oppenheimer (1988) explicitly links the timing of marriage to assortative mating. Her theory of marriage timing argues that trends and differentials in marriage timing are affected by the degree of difficulty that people encounter in
mating assortatively. From that perspective, RGIE and the ensuing new education-specific mating squeeze can be expected to have a different impact on women and men. For simplicity’s sake, the following speculations on this issue do not distinguish between unmarried cohabitation and formal marriage. However, in concrete empirical research, it is advisable to take into account how unmarried cohabitation and marriage may be almost equivalent institutions in some European regions while they are very different in other regions; in some countries, unmarried cohabitation is usually a prelude to marriage, in others it is more a full-fledged alternative (Rindfuss and VandenHeuvel 1990; Kravdal 1999). Also, to simplify the discussion, we distinguish between highly educated and relatively little-educated men and women, without considering the implications of a more nuanced system of stratification in educational attainment.

I first consider highly educated people. As pointed out by Oppenheimer (1988), mating depends both on availability of suitable partners and on the information about potential partners. With increasing age, the availability declines while information and knowledge increases. So, for them, “to wait or not to wait” is the question. Women in colleges and on university campuses may increasingly perceive the shortage of men among their peers. Women who are looking for a partner may increasingly (with age as well as cohort) fear to be “left over” and some may therefore be prepared to accept a match earlier. Women who were not prepared to accept an early match may face a growing difficulty to find a suitable partner, and some may decide not to step into a relationship anyway. Therefore I expect a growing statistical polarisation between on the one hand a group of women who will more quickly enter a union and on the other hand a group of women who will never enter a union, or only at a more advanced age. In other words, I expect that the distribution of waiting time to union formation will have a stronger concentration at relatively young ages but a longer tail as a consequence of rapidly declining marriage rates afterwards. If anything, the proportion of highly educated women never entering a union could be expected to go up in most European countries. Men with high education generally have the best mating prospects. They see an abundance of women with an equal level of education. As a result, they are in a position to raise their standards, experiment more with several subsequent relationships, and wait longer to accept a match. As a result, I expect much less polarisation than in the female case. For men, I rather expect a more bell-shaped distribution of waiting times to forming a union: there will be some early and some late birds, with the bulk of men falling in between, with the average and median age about what it is today.

Summing up, Hypothesis 2.1 is that RGIE will create a growing statistical polarisation among highly educated women between the ones who enter a union at a relatively young age on the one hand, and another group of women who never enter a union, or only at a very advanced age. The distribution will be markedly different for highly educated men, who are expected to exhibit a more bell-shaped
distribution of waiting times to union formation and declining proportions remaining single.

What about people with a lower level of education? The traditional pattern of female hypergamy implied a lower level of education for wives than for husbands. This suggests that women with a relatively low level of education would be attractive partners, not just for men with a relatively low level of education but also for highly educated men with an inclination to pair off with a “housewife”. However, the woman’s level of education has become a much more important determinant of a household’s living standards in recent decades. If anything, this would suggest that an increasing proportion of men would tend to prefer a highly educated partner. Esteve et al. (2011) even present evidence suggesting that, when the gender imbalance in education turns around, so does the social preference for female hypergamy and male hypogamy as well.

All in all, my hypothesis is that less educated women will have high prospects for union formation; I expect that this group will exhibit the lowest ages at union formation as well as the lowest proportions never entering a union. The rationale for this hypothesis is that female hypergamy is traditionally expected and accepted (even while educational homogamy has become dominant), which implies that the pool of potential partners for relatively little-educated women includes not just (abundantly available) less educated but also (more scarcely available) highly educated men. The mating prospects for less educated men, in contrast, are expected to be the lowest. Indeed, a growing proportion of their female age peers is completing a degree in higher education. This implies that there are fewer equally less educated women available for dating and mating while the more highly educated women are expected to prefer an at least equally educated man. Therefore, I expect increasing ages at union formation and a growing proportion never entering a stable union among less educated men.

Summing up, Hypothesis 2.2 is that while less educated women will (continue to) have the lowest ages at union formation as well the lowest proportions never entering a union, less educated men will exhibit increasing ages at union formation as well as growing proportions never entering a union. One can speculate about the implications of this predicament for gender role behaviour. Since there are not enough less educated women available to match the numbers of less educated men, and since there are not enough highly educated men available to match the numbers of highly educated women, relatively lesser educated men may want to try ways to increase their attractiveness for highly educated women. One way to do this could be to take a larger share in tasks and jobs that traditionally were part of women’s role, like cooking, house cleaning and child minding—which could also be the more attractive division of labour from the household economics point of view when the wife’s salary exceeds that of the husband. This leads to Hypothesis 2.3: less educated men can enhance their chances at getting together with highly educated women by doing a larger share in child care and household chores. In this way, the gender role implication of RGIE
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for less educated men mirrors the gender role change implied by women’s growing participation in higher education.

5.2 Union dissolution

As stated in the previous section, if there are “too many women” in some particular marriage market and “too few men” (as is increasingly the case among the highly educated), men have more alternatives if they are not satisfied with their current partnership than women. Not only can they be more picky when entering a partnership but they can also more easily leave an existing one. Alternatively, from the female perspective, given a shortage of suitable men, women may be inclined to accept a partner as reasonable more rapidly and run into marriage earlier, but they may regret it later and be more inclined to separate, especially if they have got the resources (including education) to cope all by themselves. Earlier studies have indeed documented that a shortage of men relative to women is associated with higher rates of divorce (Lichter et al. 1992; South et al. 2001), but these studies did not specify the mating squeeze by level of educational attainment.

While divorce rates are higher in countries with more highly educated people (Kalmijn 2007), there are many countries where divorce rates for the highly educated are lower than for less educated people. A case in point is the US, where the education of both spouses is negatively associated with divorce (Amato 2010). In Europe, the educational gradient depends on the country and has changed over time. Generally speaking, it appears that education and divorce are positively correlated where and when marital dissolution is relatively uncommon and the social and economic costs involved are high. There tends to be no or a negative relationship between the level of educational attainment and divorce risks when marital dissolution is relatively common and the costs are low (Härkonen and Dronkers 2006; de Graaf and Kalmijn 2006; Amato and James 2010).

There are several reasons for expecting that the pattern of assortative mating as well as the education-specific mating squeeze are relevant for union stability. First, there are indications that woman’s downward marriage (i.e. female hypogamy, including unmarried cohabitation) increases divorce and separation rates (Blossfeld 2009). Since this type of female hypogamy is expected to increase as a consequence of the new education-specific mating squeeze (Esteve et al. 2011), divorce rates may be expected to go up.

The extent to which union dissolution has adverse consequences for men and women will depend not only on potential alternatives, as indicated above, but also on the amount of resources held independently by the former partners (Amato 2000), and this will depend, in turn, on the pattern of assortative or non-assortative mating, i.e. on the specific mix of his and her education. For example, women who are more educated than their (former) partners may have more bargaining power to negotiate better arrangements during the divorce process. This makes them less vulnerable and gives them an advantage on top of the direct
economic value of their human capital in the labour market. The higher human capital held by women with more education gives them more degrees of freedom to leave unhappy unions. This may explain the higher divorce rates for highly educated women in countries were divorce is relatively uncommon and where the social and economic costs of divorce are relatively high (Härkonen and Dronkers 2006; Amato and James 2010). Still, in countries where divorce is generally more common—and where female participation in tertiary education is typically very high—the connection between a woman’s level of education and the risk of union dissolution tends to be negative. However, at least in the case of the US, the apparent “divorce-prohibiting effect” of education was found to be achieved indirectly through assortative mating, i.e. via the greater chance of highly educated women to marry a highly educated men—and highly educated American men are less likely to divorce than less educated men. In contrast to the divorce-prohibiting indirect effect of prolonged education through homogamy, the direct effect of high education on the divorce risk was found to be positive for American women. But the indirect divorce-inhibiting effect of women’s education via assortative mating appears to be larger than the divorce-enhancing effect of women’s education (Teachman 2002). Summing up, RGIE is expected to affect divorce rates indirectly: it is expected to make female educational hypogamy more common, and hypogamous unions are expected to be less stable. On the other hand, a divorce-prohibiting effect is expected to the extent that RGIE leads to increasing educational homogamy, as homogamous unions are expected to be the more stable ones (Hypothesis 2.4). There is a caveat, however: we will have to see to what extent the latter divorce-prohibiting effect holds in the context of the new education-specific mating squeeze. Guttenag and Secord (1983: 20) argued that if sex ratios in the reproductive ages are low, i.e. when there is an excess of women in the mating market, then divorce rates as well as repartnering rates for men may be expected to increase, while repartnering rates for women will go down. Applied to education-specific sex ratios, the union dissolution rates for the more highly educated should be expected to go up, even for educationally homogamous unions, since highly educated men have more options to repartner with an equally educated woman. To repeat a point made when discussing age homogamy: especially among younger cohorts of women, there is an abundance of potential partners for the highly educated.

Often, repartnering can help people to overcome some or all of the difficulties in divorce and separation (Dewilde and Uunk 2008) but at the same time, new challenges may arise after repartnering, such as conflicts between the new partner and the children (de Graaf and Kalmijn 2003). Even if repartnering rates have important implications for the well-being of the growing ever-divorced population (Soons et al. 2009), the number of studies about the determinants of repartnering remains small. Most of the existing studies address remarriage, not unmarried cohabitation. We know that men are much more likely to repartner than women. Also, there is a consistent finding that older people more often remain single than
younger people (de Graaf and Kalmijn 2003). But we know little about the educational mix of higher-order unions (i.e. relationships formed after a divorce or separation). Are they more often homo- or heterogamous than first unions? One American study shows that high-status men tend to remarry less-educated, young women and that both educational and age homogamy is less likely for both men and women in higher-order unions, regardless of their initial socio-economic status (Shafer 2009). **Hypothesis 2.5** is that we will see the same happening in Europe: higher-order unions, constituted after divorce and separation, are expected to conform more to the traditional pattern of female educational hypergamy than first unions. Since men have higher repartnering rates than women, this hypothesis is particularly relevant for men’s higher-order unions.

### 6 Consequences for fertility

It is well known that the expansion of female participation in higher education has been a major reason for the most important European fertility trend of the past decades, i.e. the postponement of parenthood and the ensuing decline of period fertility towards very low levels (Sobotka 2004; Billari and Kohler 2004). Dozens of studies have documented how women’s education affects the timing of fertility, but surprisingly little is known about the relationship between education and the quantum of completed cohort fertility. We know even less about the trend in this relationship over time (Kravdal and Rindfuss 2008), let alone about how this may be related to RGIE. The literature about the timing of first births has paid too little attention to the dynamics of assortative mating and union formation.

One of the few observations that have been made quite consistently about fertility quantum is that highly educated women have tended to remain childless more often than less educated women, while the reverse has usually been observed for men (Kravdal and Rindfuss 2008). But we hardly know anything about what happens when he as well as she is highly educated; is such a couple more likely or less likely to remain childless? Is his level of education of determining importance for family size, or is it rather hers? And what about completed family size for couples who do not remain childless? Despite the large number of studies about education and fertility, only few studies have applied a couple’s perspective (e.g. Thomson et al. 1990; Corijn et al. 1996; Köppen 2006; Rosina and Testa 2009). Studies addressing the relation between homogamy, hypogamy or hypergamy on the one hand and fertility on the other hand are still lacking, with very few exceptions (Corijn et al. 1996; Bauer and Jacob 2009; Huber and Fieder 2011).

#### 6.1 Assortative mating and reproductive decision making

Most fertility studies and surveys are women-only. This practice is based on the assumption that (a) female and male partners share the same conditions of life and
will therefore go for the same number of children, (b) since it is women who bear children and are the primary caregivers, their perspectives are decisive for fertility, and (c) women’s intentions incorporate those of their partners, reflecting resolution in case of initial disagreement. However, data collected from couples consistently show that substantial proportions of couples disagree about the preferred family size. This kind of couple disagreement has been shown to be a primary source of gaps between fertility desires on the one hand and intended and actual fertility on the other hand (Thomson 2001; Voas 2004). We have hardly begun to investigate how this may be related to assortative mating. One study about the effect of assortative mating on fertility was carried out with British data by Mascie-Taylor (1986). He found that educationally homogamous couples had more children than educationally heterogamous ones. The data refer to families formed in the 1950s and 1960s, however, when the male-breadwinner/female-homemaker family model was stronger than today, and female participation in higher education much lower. Huber and Fieder (2011), using US 1980 census data, show that the proportion of childless women is usually minimal for those married to a husband of the same educational level. This finding holds particularly true both for most highly and least educated women. The reasons for these empirical results remain unexplained, however.

A common thesis in research on assortative mating is that homogamous couples are more likely to show value consensus than heterogamous couples. Homogamy is argued to facilitate understanding between partners, resulting more often in shared goals (Thomson 1990). Also, partners in homogamous couples are more likely to have similar lifestyles (Kalmijn 1991a). Whether or not this may explain higher fertility for homogamous couples depends on what these “shared goals” and “similar lifestyles” entail, and on how decisions are made in case of disagreement about fertility matters. Several decision-making strategies or rules can be discerned. One is the patriarchal strategy, where men have the final say. Another is the spheres-of-interest strategy, where decisions about childbearing are left to women on the argument that these are female matters. Other strategies follow the inertia or the egalitarian rule, for example (see discussion in Thomson 1990 and Corijn et al. 1996). Strategies like this may be more or less relevant in particular historical contexts.

Particularly relevant from the perspective of the gender imbalance in education is the power rule of decision making, where fertility decisions depend on the partners’ relative resources: the most powerful partner has the final say. An American study (cited in Corijn et al. 1996) reported supporting evidence for this rule, because the influence of the wife on completed fertility among Hispanics was higher the more educated she was. I think it is crucial, however, to put this finding in its context of a gender imbalance in education that is strongly in favour of men. Below I argue that the implications of being highly educated for the power relationships within a couple can be expected to be completely different when there are more women than men with high education. For Europe, a relevant
recent finding is that a lack of agreement in reproductive decision-making among Italian couples is likely to occur where the role of the woman is less traditional. In particular, highly educated women are more likely to be in disagreement with their partners about fertility matters (Rosina and Testa 2009).

From an earlier study, it was concluded that whether his or her level of education weighs more heavily on actual fertility depends very much on the social context (Corijn et al. 1996). To date, we still lack studies with a broad European scope addressing these issues. I argue that RGIE has a double relevance for the current and future course of fertility in Europe. First, through its effect on assortative mating, it is affecting, and will continue to affect, power relations within couples at the micro level. Second, the move towards more women than men with higher education may bring more women to power in public institutions and in the economy. I expect that this will change the macro-social context of childbearing (for example in terms of institutional provisions for child care, see Van Bavel and Różańska-Putek 2010).

First, at the micro-level, the first implication of RGIE to think about is that more often than in the past, the woman’s income will be more important for the household than the husband’s. This is particularly expected to happen in case of female educational hypogamy and represents another reason for expecting that gender roles may shift especially for less educated men toward a higher involvement in child care and household chores—in Section 5.1 (Hypothesis 2.3) I already argued that less educated men could enhance their attractiveness for highly educated women by doing a larger share of domestic work than traditionally expected. To the extent that this implies that women more often become the chief breadwinner of the household, the expected effect on fertility could be negative at first sight, when the opportunity costs of childbearing are assumed to increase with the mother’s salary. However, an important indirect consequence of RGIE could be that such an assumption becomes less and less warranted. Indeed, to the extent that the husband actually takes on the role of chief homemaker and child minder, the opportunity costs of childbearing may actually be going down for a growing number of highly educated women, when they are no longer expected to give up their careers after childbirth.

Within homogamous couples with high education, the fact that there are more highly educated women than highly educated men may paradoxically push the balance of power more towards the advantage of men. If there are “too many women” in some particular marriage market and “too few men” (as is increasingly the case among the highly educated), men, not women, have alternatives if they are not satisfied with their current partnership situation. So it is men who can be more picky and who can more easily leave an old partner to choose a new one. Given a shortage of suitable men, women may be inclined to more rapidly accept a partner as reasonable and run into marriage earlier (South et al. 2001). This leads to three hypotheses. (A) Given that research has shown that a shortage of men relative to women in local marriage markets is associated with
higher rates of extra-marital childbearing (South et al. 2001; Harknett 2008), it may be expected that extra-marital childbearing will increase among highly educated women. More particularly, I expect an increase of childbearing outside the context of stable partnerships, both by highly educated women who cannot find a suitable partner and by women who were abandoned by their previous partner. (B) For the same reason, it may also be expected that childlessness will increase. (C) With respect to the fertility decision-making process within a couple, RGIE would imply that men will be more able to impose their will upon more highly educated women. I expect that male preferences and characteristics will show up as becoming more decisive for fertility patterns in the coming years.

Second, at the macro level, RGIE may be expected to bring more women to power in politics and the economy. So far, however, the increase in the number of women holding a powerful decision-making position has been limited; “power is still firmly in men’s hand in the political and economic spheres” (European Commission 2010: 9). The inconsistent development of gender equity in different societal institutions has been described as a key factor explaining very low fertility in Europe (McDonald 2000). In line with that hypothesis is the recent finding that further developments of gender equality are playing a key part in the recent revival of fertility in Europe, observed at high levels of human development (Myrskylä et al. 2009; 2011).

“If the imbalance in the relationship between the sexes continues for an extended period of time, an appreciable number of individuals from the gender lacking dyadic power may well get together and organise various types of actions to correct the situation. Thus, consciousness-raising groups might result, whose aim is to change the norms pertaining to relationships between men and women” (Guttentag and Secord 1983: 23). In line with this idea, I expect that imbalances of the sex ratio among the more highly educated to the advantage of women speed up the development of gender equity in politics and business. Further down the road, it is reasonable to expect that institutions and companies in Europe will become more adapted to combining work and family life, stimulating a further revival of fertility in Europe.

6.2 Implications for fertility behaviour

Since they have been argued to depend on future trends in assortative mating and union formation, the hypotheses about the fertility implications of the gender reversal are necessarily more conjectural. To summarise, we go back to Routes (1) to (5), discussed in Section 4 as potential responses to RGIE. It remains to be seen what Response (1), increasing homogamy at the expense of female hypergamy, will imply for fertility. There are hints in the literature that educationally homogamous couples tend to have more children than heterogamous couples, but the number of empirical studies documenting this is limited. Anyway, Hypothesis 3.1 is as follows: to the extent that RGIE translates into stronger educational homogamy, fertility is expected to increase.
Route number (2), i.e. a switch from women mating upwards to women marrying downwards in terms of level of education, runs against traditional gender role expectations. Men in such couples may more than before define their fatherhood in terms of caring for children. Thus, among these female-hypogamous couples, a new definition of fatherhood may be expected to gain ground. If this implies a more equal division of labour within the home, there may be a fertility-stimulating effect, as discussed in the previous section. A study in the US suggested that there is a U-shaped relationship between fertility and gender equity in housework. In the study, second-birth rates were found to be relatively high both in the case of a traditional division of labour (women assuming almost all of the housework but not working for pay outside the home) and in the case of a non-traditional division of labour (with men doing a large share of the housework); the second-birth rates were lowest for double-burden women working outside the home while at the same time doing most of child care and household chores (Torr and Short 2004). Similarly, Cooke (2009) found that among the youngest cohorts of Italian couples, fertility is higher when the father takes up a larger share of child care, especially among employed women. She reported a similar finding for Germany: second-birth rates are higher when the husband does a fair share of child care. In the German case, increasing the husbands’ share in housework was also associated with increasing divorce risks among childless German couples (Cooke 2004). The latter findings again hint at non-monotonic, countervailing implications. This leads to the double-edged Hypothesis 3.2: to the extent that RGIE translates into growing female hypogamy (replacing the traditional female hypergamy), countervailing mechanisms are expected to operate. On the one hand, a fertility-enhancing effect is expected for stable couples if the relatively little-educated husband assumes a fair share of housework and child care. On the other hand, female hypogamy may translate in union instability for other couples, with a negative effect on fertility, all else being equal.

Route (3), i.e. increasing geographic and ethnic exogamy, is also associated with higher union instability, which provokes Hypothesis 3.3: to the extent that RGIE translates in increasing geographic and ethnic exogamy and age heterogamy, it will negatively affect union stability, thus also negatively affecting fertility.

Route (4), rising age heterogamy may imply higher (multipartner) fertility for men, when it comes in the form of older men mating younger women and thus potentially prolongs the reproductive life stage for these men. For women, however, the effect of age heterogamy as such is expected to be neutral or even negative: negative to the extent that an older male partner implies lower fertility than a younger one (Goldman and Montgomer 1989; Matorras et al. 2011) or to the extent that rising age heterogamy is associated with higher union instability, since for women, union dissolution is unequivocally associated with lower fertility in Europe (Van Bavel et al. 2012). To the extent that rising age
heterogamy is one of the responses to RGIE, I therefore expect that it will have a negative effect on the birth rate, because it is female, not male fertility that matters for the birth rate.

Finally, response Route number (5), i.e. increasing proportions remaining single, also implies lower female fertility. Hypothesis 3.4 is that, as a consequence of growing proportions remaining single, a growing proportion of highly educated women is expected to remain childless. At the same time, if a growing number of highly educated women with a desire to have children were to remain single, it may be expected that childbearing outside the context of stable relationships will increase somewhat. Until now, childbearing outside marriage or relatively stable cohabitation is largely limited to less educated women. To the extent that Route (5) is taken by women with a childbearing desire, this could change during the next years. Therefore, Hypothesis 3.5 is that childbearing outside the context of a stable relationship will become more common among highly educated women than it is today.

Finally, given the implications of RGIE for power relations between sexual partners at the micro level, as discussed in the previous section, I expect that male preferences and characteristics will show up as becoming more decisive for fertility patterns in the coming years (Hypothesis 3.6). At the macro level, RGIE may be expected to bring more women to power in politics and the economy, which may help making institutions and companies more adapted to combining work and family life. This is expected to exert a fertility-stimulating effect (Hypothesis 3.7).

## 7 Conclusion

Until deep into the 20th century, the proportion of men graduating from tertiary education was much higher than the proportion of graduating women. This gender imbalance has completely turned around so that today in almost all European countries as well as in the United States and Canada, and also in many other countries, women are clearly in the majority among the highly educated. The central hypothesis of this paper is that the reversal of the gender imbalance in higher education will have profound consequences for long-standing patterns of reproduction. More specifically, I expect the following causal chain between the reversal of the gender imbalance in education on the left hand side and fertility on the right hand side shown in Figure 2: this reversal creates a new, education-specific mating squeeze that affects the process and expected pattern of assortative mating, which in turns affects the timing, probability and stability of union formation, with implications for fertility.

To summarise the discussion and arguments, this paper has formulated and numbered a series of testable hypotheses. The first set of hypotheses (1.1 to 1.3) are about the implications of the education-specific mating squeeze for assortative
matings. The second set of hypotheses (2.1 to 2.5) are about the implications for the timing, likelihood and stability of unions. To simplify the discussion, I have neglected the distinction between unmarried cohabitation and formal marriage in this paper. Since the distinction remains sociologically and demographically meaningful, actual empirical work will have to refine these hypotheses, taking into account that the distinction between marriage and cohabitation signifies different things in different countries. The final set of hypotheses (3.1 to 3.7) are about the implications of the previous links in the chain for fertility.

Since all formulated hypotheses are testable, they are also falsifiable. They are inspired and motivated by current patterns of reproductive behaviour. No doubt, many of them will have to be rejected in the coming years since the assumed patterns will change in ways that cannot be foreseen today. But even so, I argue that explicitly stating what the expectations are based on current knowledge is a useful act to guide future empirical research and theory building because it will help identifying the gaps in our empirical knowledge and flaws in our theories.
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